Casale del Poggetto
San Casciano dei Bagni, Tuscany IT

Casale del Poggetto
Technical Features
Internal: 300 sqm
Dépandance: 60 sqm
External: 3 Ha
Bedrooms: 5
Bathrooms: 6
Pool: 12,00 x 4,00 m

San Casciano dei Bagni , Tuscany IT

Price

€ 1.550.000,00

Description
Nestled on a gentle hill in the marvelous Tuscany, but not far away from the border with the green Umbria, we find
this gorgeous country house. The property has been newly renovated using recovery materials of the original ruin,
integrated with others that reflect the true identity of the old building.
The house, which is composed of the main building of 300 sq.m and the 60 sq.m annex, is the perfect place to retreat
in complete peace, and even to enjoy the company of friends. The main building is spread over two floors. The ground
floor includes the living room with a modern steel kitchen on a typical terracotta flooring, the dining area, a wide lounge
and a bathroom, which all have parquet flooring.
The first floor consists of a studio and three large en suite bedrooms. This floor is entirely furnished with parquet
flooring and it is provided with a private entrance. The annex, no less comfortable than the main house, is developed
on one level and it is furnished with terracotta flooring. It is composed by the kitchen with living room, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms and a loundry.
Externally, inside the manicured garden, totally enclosed in the area near to the buildings, we can find comfortable
relaxing areas, covered with pergolas, where you can enjoy your favourite meal or simply good Tuscan wine. The
property comprises 3 Ha of land and it includes 4 covered car garage and a beautiful swimming pool that faces the
surrounding landscape with a view on the town of Città della Pieve.
Property location
The farmhouse is located a few hundred metres from the nearest village that offers the main services. From its position
you can easy reach historycal charming towns, such as San Casciano dei Bagni, with its thermal bath, Città della Pieve,
hometown of the famous painter Vannucci, the so-called “Perugino”, Cetona, Pienza Orvieto,etc.
Only 13 km away there is A1 highway that makes it easy to move to Florence and Rome.
Services
Walking distance from town;
Shops;
Restaurant;
School;
Proximity to green areas;
Proximity to the establishment spa.

Italiae Villas
Italiae Villas was born of the family expertise after many years of working in
the real estate sector, dealing with construction and renovation of high quality
real estate. The agency consists of four young people, Gianluca and Giulia,
Jessica and Gabriele, couples in real life. Gianluca and Jessica are siblings
and they gained experience in the field of luxury real estate, thanks also to the
father, and involving Gabriele and Giulia they decided to give birth to this new
and fascinating project. The business started in mid-2020, nevertheless, great
importance was given to reliability and professionalism from the beginning,
researching and selecting unique properties. The policy adopted is to have a
maximum of thirty properties, all of high quality, in order to offer something
different on the market, predominately the foreign market, which is a favourite
one to work with.

Baiocco Villas
Baiocco Villas takes origin from the passion and desire to revive ancient country
houses rich in history and heritage, through an accurate study of the details
in order to recreate a genuine connection between the old farmhouse and the
new technology. Starting from the planning, we pay particular attention to the
development of the interiors and exteriors, trying to keep the very atmosphere
of the farmhouse intact. Our mission includes the study of the tradition, the
heritage and the history of the area surrounding the property. We start from
the assumption that each country house is different and each ruin conceals
peculiar features, which differ from one building to another. Following this
idea, our work, akes its way in order to bring the restored farmhouse back to
its uniqueness. The final resulti s the outcome of an accurate and thoroygh
daily attention, given during the construction works performed at the site, to
ensure that every detail connected to the history of the farmhouse surfaces in
the process. An ongoing and constant update of state-of-the-art technology
and the quality of products linked together with passion, competence and
professional skills enable our company to design prestigious turnkey works.
Our guidelines are based on acting in accordance with top quality standards
in order to mee tour clients expectations.

“Homes keep memories of our life, telling our story
and suggesting new ideas for the future”

Italiae Villas
Via Del Boschetto, 1
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Mob / Whatsapp: +39 3450443396
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Web: www.italiaevillas.com

